Web of Science News

**Author data, made better together**

The Web of Science Group introduces a collaborative approach to improving researcher identity and disambiguation.

“Within the extended research, publication and funding ecosystem, solving problems around researcher identity will help to improve research efficiency and provide legitimacy to reward and incentive structures.”

Read more

Web of Science News

**Web of Science Group Relaunches Master Journal List of 21k Journals**

A new way to browse, search, and explore the only complete authorised list of journals in the Web of Science index.

“We want to better support researchers by connecting them with the most influential and impactful journals in a seamless way to make their lives easier. Going forward, we will continue to act on the feedback of the research community and proactively look for ways to improve our products.”

- Keith Collier, Vice President of Product Management

Read more
First large-scale survey on grant peer review published by Publons

The Global State of Peer Review Series uses rich, diverse and powerful data to reveal unique insights into scholarly peer review worldwide.

Grant Review In Focus, developed by Publons in collaboration with the Web of Science Group, is the second report in the series. It springs from discussions, feedback, surveys and responses to our inaugural report - The Global State of Peer Review - all of which highlighted a substantial gap in data and insights into the peer review of research funding and grant applications.

InCites Benchmarking & Analytics - Faculty Match Service

A managed source of researcher profiles for researcher evaluation

The Web of Science Group is introducing our Faculty Match Service to accelerate the curation and validation of your organisation’s research footprint.
Web of Science Group webinars

Attend our live webinars ➔
Each month the local Web of Science Group team present an engaging webinar to feature what’s new in the Web of Science. Register for the monthly webinar or series.

Master the key ways to find and access research papers ➔
Accessing research papers doesn’t have to be hard. Learn more about the easiest and most convenient ways to find the right research papers and start researching smarter.

Kopernio. Stop Clicking. Start Reading ➔
Learn how to use the free Kopernio plugin; providing one-click, pinpoint access to the best available version of millions of research articles, anywhere, anytime.

Upcoming Webinars ➔
Find out how to best monitor impact within your Institution using My Organisation on 7th November.

What’s new to the Web of Science: Researcher identity and Author Disambiguation search functionality on 28th November.

2020 Best Global Universities Rankings

Read more
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